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	J U D G M E N T
LORD JUSTICE ALDOUS:  Mr Alexandrou seeks leave to appeal against the order of Mr David Steel QC sitting as a Deputy Judge which gave the plaintiffs possession of a flat known as 81A Queens Crescent, London NW5.  

Mr and Mrs Alexandrou moved into that flat in May 1978.  It is a two bedroomed flat which formed part of the plaintiffs' housing stock.  The grant of the tenancy named Mr Alexandrou as the tenant.  It gave a maximum rent of £9.03.  It named as the persons to live in the accommodation Mr and Mrs Alexandrou and their son Steven.  It was signed by Mrs Alexandrou as tenant and by the letting officer on behalf of the plaintiffs.  She accepted the keys of the flat.  No doubt that was a satisfactory arrangement at the time as Mr Alexandrou's mother lived in the flat above. 

According to the notes taken by the plaintiffs' housing department, in about 1982 Mr and Mrs Alexandrou's marriage broke down and he moved out of the flat.  On 1 May 1982 he signed a letter in this form:

	"Dear Sir/Madam 

	Re: 81A Queen Crs

	I the undersigned do hereby state that the above flat is no longer my responsibility as I am unable to pay for the upkeep.  

	My wife wishes to keep the said flat and pay rent to which I agree."



It was signed by Mr Alexandrou.  

According to the notes to which I have referred, for the next two years Mrs Alexandrou paid the rent, and all communications regarding the flat passed between her and the plaintiffs.  

On 9 April 1984 the plaintiffs granted, or, according to Mr Alexandrou purported to grant, to Mrs Alexandrou, a tenancy.  That grant of a tenancy named her as the tenant with the persons to live in the flat being herself and her son Steven.  According to Mrs Alexandrou, in about February 1986 Mr Alexandrou returned to London and stayed with his mother in the flat above 81A.  That created friction between him and his wife, with the result that Mrs Alexandrou left the flat.  According to her, she had been threatened and felt afraid.  In about May 1986 Mr Alexandrou obtained keys to the flat and moved back in.  According to the report given by Mrs Alexandrou, she needed the police to accompany her when she went to remove some of her belongings.  In any case, on 4 June Mrs Alexandrou sought an injunction to prevent her husband molesting her and an order requiring him to vacate the flat.  It seems that an injunction was granted, but Mrs Alexandrou came to the conclusion that there was no purpose in obtaining an order requiring Mr Alexandrou to vacate the flat because, even with such an order, she would not be prepared to return because Mr Alexandrou would move back up to his mother's flat, with the result that she would not feel safe in the flat alone.  She therefore approached the plaintiffs with a view to being rehoused in a one bedroomed flat.  She was advised that that could be done, provided she gave up the tenancy of the flat.  That she agreed to do, and the plaintiffs supplied her with a notice to quit which she signed.  It was in this form:

	"I Eileen Alexandrou (being tenant of the above property) hereby give notice to terminate My/Our tenancy/ies of the same to take effect on Monday 30th day of March 1987 this being four clear weeks from the date of service of this Notice to Quit."



It is dated 23 January 1987, but bears the stamp of the District Housing Office dated 23 February 1987.  

Mr Alexandrou continued to live in the flat.  He received housing benefit which was paid direct to the plaintiffs.  Those sums were recorded in a rent book supplied by the plaintiffs.  It contained a statement, said to be an important notice, to this effect: 

	"The use of this Rent Book or any other method for payments does not imply the grant of any tenancy, nor the acceptance by the Council of lawful occupation nor the waiver by the Council of its rights in any respect.  If you are in occupation of the Council Property without the Council's licence or consent, then the Council will regard you as a trespasser and you should vacate the property forthwith."



On 2 December 1987 the plaintiffs issued a summons in the Bloomsbury County Court naming Mr Alexandrou as the defendant.  The Particulars of Claim after referring to the premises, stated: 

	"3.	On the 15th May 1978 the Plaintiffs let the premises to the Defendant together with Mrs Eileen Alexandrou and Stephen Alexandrou on a joint secure tenancy ('the joint tenancy').

	4.	On the 9th day of April 1984 the Defendant voluntarily assigned his interest in the premises to Mrs Eileen Alexandrou and the tenancy was transferred into her sole name.

	5.	Mrs Eileen Alexandrou served Notice to Quit on the Plaintiffs on the 23rd of February 1987, thereby terminating the tenancy of the premises on the 30th day of March 1987."



The particulars went on to state that despite requests by the plaintiffs requiring the defendant to vacate the premises he had failed to do so.  Possession, rent and/or mesne profits were claimed.  

The defence to that Statement of Claim admitted the assignment.  However an amendment was made to the defence which alleged that Mr Alexandrou was the sole tenant.  It also denied that he had assigned the tenancy to his wife.  It went on to allege that the May 1982 letter could not amount to an assignment as a leasehold interest could not be assigned except by deed, having regard to sections 52 and 53 of the Law of Property Act 1925.  It also alleged that the notice to quit signed by Mrs Alexandrou did not terminate the tenancy, and in any case, the plaintiffs, by demanding and accepting rent had granted a fresh tenancy to Mr Alexandrou.

The proceedings came before the Judge on 6 May 1996.  Having heard evidence and submissions he gave judgment on 7 May.  He held that the letter of May 1982 was an assignment by Mr Alexandrou to Mrs Alexandrou of the lease; he concluded that the tenancy, being a tenancy for less than three years, could be created by parol (see section 54(2) of the Act) and therefore assignment by deed was not necessary having regard to section 52(2)(d) of the Act.  The Judge went on to hold that, if he was wrong as to that, then there had been a surrender and therefore no deed was necessary having regard to section 52(2)(c).  As to the notice to quit that had been signed by Mrs Alexandrou, the Judge held that it had in fact been signed on 23 February, not on 23 January as stated, with the result that the required four weeks' notice had been given and it was a valid notice to quit.  Lastly the Judge held that there had been no grant of a new tenancy to Mr Alexandrou.

Mr Jack who appeared for Mr Alexandrou submitted that the plaintiffs had not proved their pleaded case.  He went so far as to say that upon that basis the Judge was obliged to find for his client, and we were obliged to set the judgment aside.  He drew to our attention the fact that the tenancy had been granted to Mr Alexandrou, not as pleaded to Mr and Mrs Alexandrou and their son as a joint tenancy; second, that there was no basis for a conclusion that there was an assignment on 9 April 1984 as pleaded as that was the day when the plaintiffs purported to grant a new tenancy to Mrs Alexandrou.  The assignment (if there was one) took place in May 1982.  Third, there was no allegation of surrender as found by the Judge.  

Mr Jack said that, according to his instructions, the facts were not as stated in the documents.  Therefore the failure to plead the case properly contributed to his conclusion that Mr Alexandrou should not be called as a witness which could have led to the conclusion the judge reached.  

For myself I do not accept that Mr Alexandrou was put in any difficulty by the plaintiffs' failure to plead properly the case that was dealt with by the Judge.  It must have been clear at the trial that the issues to be considered turned on the effect of the May 1982 letter, the grant to Mrs Alexandrou in 1984 of the tenancy, the Notice to Quit in 1987 and the claim that Mr Alexandrou had been granted a fresh tenancy by paying rent which had been received.  Despite the failure to plead the relevant documents and issues of law, I cannot see how there could have been any detriment to Mr Alexandrou; he could not have been taken by surprise as to the issues.  Furthermore, they were fully canvassed at least in the speeches at the end of the hearing.  No attempt was made to secure an adjournment or to call evidence to deal with them.  In my view, the issues were defined at the trial, and the Judge was perfectly entitled to deal with them as argued.

Mr Jack's second point is, I believe, of more substance.  He submitted that the Judge was wrong to conclude that the May 1982 letter was an assignment because firstly, it contained no words of assignment, and secondly because it was not a deed.  He referred us to the judgment of Sir Donald Nicholls V-C in Crago v. Julian [1992] 1 WLR 372 as supporting his submission that the Judge had wrongly construed sections 52 and 53 of the Law of Property Act 1925.  We did not require the help of Mr McGuire who appeared for the plaintiffs.  However, in his written submissions he supported the Judge's construction of those sections.  He submitted that a weekly tenancy (which this was) need not be in writing (see section 52(2)) therefore, section 52(1) did not apply because of section 52(2)(d).  He suggested that that approach accorded with commonsense as it was stupid to require the formality of a deed to assign such a tenancy when no such formality was needed to create it.  

He went on to suggest that Crago v. Julian could be distinguished, or alternatively it was wrongly decided. 

In Crago v. Julian there was no written document transferring the tenancy, and therefore the main issue in the dispute turned on whether an assignment had to be in writing.  To decide that the Vice-Chancellor referred to the history of sections 52 and 53.  He then came to consider the proper approach to construction of those sections.  At page 376E he said: 

	"I pause to observe that, thus far, there can be no doubt as to the meaning of the statutory provisions; interests in land cannot be created or disposed of except in writing, but a lease in possession at a market rent for up to three years can be validly created orally.  Hence, and this is to be noted, the effect of these statutory provisions is indubitably to draw a distinction between the manner in which a short lease may be created and the manner in which it may be assigned.

	The point is not wholly free from authority.  Section 53(1)(a) derives from section 3 of the Statute of Frauds, and section 54 derives from sections 1 and 2.  In Botting v. Martin ... Sergeant Best argued that by the leases mentioned in section 3, as requiring to be assigned in writing, must be intended such leases as are required by sections 1 and 2 to be created in writing, viz., leases conveying a larger interest to the party than a term for three years.  He submitted:

		'As a lease from year to year could be originally made by parol, there was no reason why it might not be assigned by parol, and the words of the statute would bear this interpretation, which was clearly consistent with its general import."

	McDonald CB rejected the submission.

	In my view section 53 provides an insuperable obstacle for Mrs Julian in the present case.  Like McDonald CB, I consider the statutory language really leaves no room for reaching a different conclusion, even though the result is the curious distinction I have mentioned.  Even if there were room for doubt I would be slow to upset an interpretation of statutory provisions which has been accepted by conveyancers for a very long time." 



I pause to emphasise that there the Vice-Chancellor accepted that the result led to a curious distinction.  That is the point to which the written submissions of Mr McGuire drew attention.  The Vice-Chancellor then went on to consider the very point in issue in this case.  At page 377B he said: 

	"One of the arguments advanced by Mr Phillips, if correct, would have the effect that although section 53(1)(a) requires writing for the assignment of an orally-created tenancy, section 52 does not apply.  Such an assignment does not require to be made by deed.

	This submission raises a point on the interpretation of section 52 which seems not to have been the subject of decision.  I see force, as a matter of common sense and practicality, in the arguments of Sergeant Best in Botting v. Martin.  But, as I have already said, the language of sections 53 and 54 does not admit of that interpretation.  Quite apart from section 52, the law imposes a formal requirement on the assignment of an orally-created lease which does not apply to its creation.  With that in mind, I can see no justification for interpreting the exception in section 52(2)(d) as applicable to the assignment of leases not required to be in writing as well as to their creation.  Section 52(1) must be read with the definition of 'conveyance' in section 205.  It bites on particular types of transactions effected by instruments in writing (see Rye v. Rye [1962] AC 496): conveyances, mortgages, leases, and so forth.  They are void, for the purpose of conveying or creating a legal estate, unless made by deed.  Section 52(2) then excepts from the requirement of a deed certain instruments: for example, assents by a personal representative, certain disclaimers, surrenders by operation of law and, paragraph (d), leases or tenancies not required by law to be made in writing.  That is the ambit of the exception.  In the case of leases, the exception does not touch anything other than the lease itself.  Subsequent dispositions of the lease, whether by way of mortgage, charge, assignment or otherwise, are not within paragraph (d) unless they themselves qualify as 'other assurances not required by law to be made in writing'.  An assignment of a lease does not so qualify."



The analysis by the Vice-Chancellor in the extracts that I have read from his judgment cannot, I believe, be faulted and I therefore reject the submission that the conclusion that he reached in those paragraphs was wrong.  It follows that the letter of May 1982, not being a deed, could not assign the tenancy to Mrs Alexandrou, and in that respect I believe the Judge was in error.  However, as I have said, the Judge went on to hold that, if he was wrong as to the construction of sections 52 and 53 of the Law of Property Act, then there had been a surrender.  Mr Jack submitted that he should not have reached that conclusion as it was not pleaded.  

As I have pointed out, I have no sympathy with that argument.  I do not believe that that should have prevented the Judge coming to the conclusion that he did if that was the effect of the letter.  The letter was before the Court, it was analysed and discussed and therefore no injustice could be done to Mr Alexandrou if the case turned upon its true effect in the context of the case.  

Surrender by operation of law will arise if it becomes clear that that was the intention of the parties as inferred from their conduct which in this case includes the conduct of Mr Alexandrou.  The doctrine rests on the principle of estoppel. 

In this particular case the plaintiffs were aware of the May 1982 letter.  That, in my view, made it clear that Mr Alexandrou no longer considered the flat to be his responsibility.  He would not pay the rent, and he agreed that his wife should keep it.  That, considered in the context where Mrs Alexandrou took over the payment of the rent and all communications between the plaintiffs concerning the flat were between them and Mrs Alexandrou, amounted to a statement that Mr Alexandrou no longer felt bound by the lease and, so far as the plaintiffs were concerned, he went out of possession.  In those circumstances, the Judge was entitled, and bound, to hold that there had been a surrender of the lease which enabled the plaintiffs to grant a tenancy to Mrs Alexandrou which they did.  Thereafter Mrs Alexandrou terminated the tenancy, and Mr Alexandrou had no right to remain.  For those reasons, I believe that leave to appeal should be refused.  An appeal could not succeed. 

LORD JUSTICE PHILLIPS:  I agree. 

LORD JUSTICE BELDAM:  I also agree.

	ORDER:	Application dismissed; section 18 costs order made against the Legal Aid Board, the applicant's liability assessed at nil; legal aid taxation of the applicant's costs.


